
What is the

Bond Lock?
The Bond Lock, included in 
the Fiscal Year (FY) 2018-
2019 budget implementer, 

restricts changes to 
Connecticut's budget rules.

Starting May 15, any bond 
issued for the next two years 

will include a clause that 
"locks in" the spending cap, 
volatility cap, and bond cap 

for the life of the bond.



Why this Matters:

This will limit the state's 
ability to address both 
existing and unanticipated 
challenges, and it may limit 
the ability to make necessary 
investments to build thriving 
communities.

The Bond Lock ties the 
legislature's hands for 10-12 
years, with tight protections 
against work-arounds that 
would prohibit the legislature 
from making even technical 
changes to the spending cap, 
volatility cap, and bond cap.



Bond Lock
Impact:

 If implemented, the Bond Lock would:

Leave Connecticut powerless to 
respond to emergencies. 

Undermine the General Assembly’s 
ability to make fiscal decisions.

Create uncertainty regarding 
Connecticut’s fiscal health, potentially 
damaging our credit rating and 
increasing our borrowing costs.

Open the state to expensive litigation 
from bondholders. 
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Together, the spending cap, volatility cap, 
bond cap, and Bond Lock may:

Reduce funding for health services 
that keep residents healthy and 
productive.

Shift costs to cities and towns, 
increase property taxes, and 
overburden our cities.

Prevent Connecticut from fixing 
and upgrading our infrastructure, 
threatening economic growth and 
recovery.

Increase disparities in educational 
access and opportunities.
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Bond Lock
Impact:



Breaking 
the Bond Lock

We believe that the potential 
impacts of the Bond Lock warrant 
a full delay without exclusions.

H.B. 5590 would allow the State to study 
the Bond Lock before giving up sovereign 
authority. The bill:

Delays the implementation of the Lock 
on the spending cap and bonding cap.  

Commissions a study to evaluate the 
likely impact of the Bond Lock. 
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The bill does not, however, delay the 
implementation of the Lock to the volatility 
cap, leaving the state open to all of the 
uncertainty and risk associated with the 
Bond Lock as written.



A strong 
foundation for 
Connecticut’s future

All children should have 
the opportunity to develop 
to their full potential.
 In Connecticut, that goal 
can become a statewide 
reality. Working from our 
strengths, we can build a 
more inclusive economy 
that enables all families 
to thrive, provides quality 
education for all children 
from cradle to career, 
and provides the support 
services necessary to 
ensure that no child is left 
behind. 

Learn more about the Bond Lock at 
ctvoices.org/BreakTheLock


